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New Group Joins AHR Expo to Educate on Advanced Climate Technologies
globalFACT attends AHR Expo to educate around the benefits of Advanced Climate Technologies
January 14, 2019, Washington, DC – The Global Forum for Advanced Climate Technologies (globalFACT)
is exhibiting at the AHR Expo to provide attendees a broader picture of the next-generation of
refrigerants. globalFACT recognizes companies are moving toward lower global warming potential
(GWP) products, and provides information on the role advanced climate technologies play in achieving
this transition. Advanced climate technologies are more than just low-GWP options – they offer energy
efficiency, cost savings, and safety benefits.
Advanced climate technologies include next-generation HFOs and blends, and select HFCs with lowerGWP compared to previous products. These solutions for refrigerants, propellants, and blowing agents
significantly reduce total climate impact, and maintain or improve energy efficiency, affordability, and
flexibility to enable use for a wide variety of applications and climates.
“The HVACR industry is in a period of transition as it works toward phase down requirements. Advanced
climate technologies can, and should, be part of the conversation on safe, economical choices that help
protect the environment. globalFACT is providing credible information to help in the decision-making
process,” said globalFACT Executive Director, Jordan Smith.
globalFACT released two resources in September 2018 to aid in the decision-making process: “Selecting
the Right Refrigerant for Commercial Refrigeration: Achieving High Performance While Reducing
Environmental Impact,” a white paper on choosing the best refrigerant for commercial refrigeration
equipment, and a Cost and Efficiency Calculator that calculates the electricity costs and total emissions
based on characteristics of a commercial refrigeration system. Throughout 2019, the group will be
developing an ongoing series of content including webinars, videos, and white papers.
Smith added, “globalFACT is excited to be a resource to Expo attendees. After AHR Expo conference
goers attend panels such as Trends in the Global HVAC Market or Life After R-404A, they can visit
globalFACT’s booth to learn from industry experts on the wide variety of alternatives that exist to meet
their changing needs.”
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Both the white paper and the cost calculator can be found on the group’s website, globalFACT.org. The
website also features a resource center of articles, case studies, white papers, and other information on
advanced climate technologies.
###
About globalFACT: The Global Forum for Advanced Climate Technologies (globalFACT) is a non-profit,
membership organization that promotes education, awareness, and policies that support the important
role of next generation, low- and reduced-global warming potential (GWP) advanced climate
technologies in protecting the environment while meeting the increasing demand for safe alternatives.
Learn more at globalfact.org.

